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ConFlex™ Flexible Concrete Waterproofer

A slip-resistant, breathable finish designed to protect  
from water intrusion. This single component waterbased  
formula has fast dry times and outstanding durability,  
and can be tinted to hundreds of colors. Use as a  
stand-alone product or topcoat with a clear sealer to  
provide maximum performance.

Pool Deck



Porch & Floor Enamel

Our enhanced formula delivers excellent block resistance 
and resistance to dirt, plus a wide selection of colors for 
wood and concrete floors. A popular choice for residential 
projects, Porch & Floor Enamel provides great washability 
and offers low slip resistance: passes wet and dry with and 
without slip resistant additive.

Porch & Floor



Loxon® Clear 40% Silane Water Repellant

Defends masonry and concrete against chloride attack and 
wind-driven rain. It penetrates the surface for maximum 
protection. With minimal prep and cleanup, Loxon® delivers 
a transparent, no-sheen finish for a natural, uncoated look.

Concrete/Driveway



Bedroom/Staircase

Walls

Emerald® Designer Edition™  
Interior Latex Paint
Emerald® Designer Edition™ Interior Latex Paint combines the luxury of a 
smooth, uniform finish with our best hide yet. Choose from an expansive 
selection of 200 brand-new hues — including brighter whites — curated 
into five exclusive designer color collections. Available in flat, satin and 
gloss sheens, Emerald® Designer Edition™  is a great, high-performing 
choice for homeowners looking for an exceptional finish.

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex  
Delivers truly remarkable hide, washability and application. Emerald® 
also features excellent stain, block, water spotting and burnish resistance 
for premium performance and luxurious, long-lasting beauty.

Duration Home® Interior Acrylic Latex
Features exclusive cross-linking technology for true washability and 
allows most stains to wipe away easily with water. Offers excellent  
hide and touch-up and contains anti-microbial agents which inhibit  
the growth of mold and mildew on the surface of this coating film.  
Available in all colors including bold, vivid accents. Also features  
Moisture Resistant Technology, offering quick return to service and 
durability in moist environments like bathrooms.

Cashmere® Interior Acrylic Latex
Many paints typically leave brush or roller marks, creating an uneven, 
stippled appearance. But Cashmere® Interior Latex glides on buttery 
smooth and levels out, giving walls an elegant, silky rich look. The result 
is a difference you can definitely see and feel.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic  
with Air Purifying Technology  
Help improve indoor air quality for your customers with the trusted 
performance of SuperPaint® with Air Purifying Technology*. 
It contributes to better indoor air quality by reducing VOC levels 
from potential sources like carpet, cabinets and fabrics.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex
When a job calls for quality performance, as well as time and material 
savings, SuperPaint® Interior is the choice of professionals. It goes on fast, 
and provides excellent hide, quick cleanup and easy touch-up.

Ceiling

Eminence® High Performance  
Ceiling Paint   
Masks minor surface imperfections quickly and achieves outstanding 
uniformity immediately. It resists spattering and dries quickly to a bright 
white finish. Contains anti-microbial agents which inhibit the growth of 
mold and mildew on the surface of this coating’s film.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex Flat  
When a job calls for quality performance, as well as time and material 
savings, SuperPaint® Interior is the choice of professionals. It goes on fast, 
and provides excellent hide, quick cleanup and easy touch-up.

Doors & Trim

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel
Delivers the smooth, uniform finish of an oil-based enamel with  
the convenience of a waterbased formula. Versatile to interior or exterior 
applications, it resists yellowing, maintaining its brilliant color and sheen.

ProClassic® Enamel
Exceptional adhesion, excellent flow and leveling, non-yellowing and a 
unique wet and dry hide make ProClassic® an excellent choice for doors 
and trim, cabinets and furniture. Features all the benefits of waterbased 
enamels without sacrificing adhesion, durability and block resistance.

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint
SnapDry™ dries in as little as one hour of application and a door  
can be closed without sticking. SnapDry™ is resistant to dirt and  
fingerprints, UV and weathering, and can be used in both interior  
and exterior applications.

Wood Handrails

Minwax® Stains and Sealers
From warm, rich wood stains to protective, clear finishes, Minwax offers 
a complete line of quality, easy-to-use wood finishing products.

*Reduces VOC levels from potential sources like carpet, cabinets and fabrics and works to reduce unwanted household odors. The length of time SuperPaint® with Air Purifying 
Technology Interior Acrylic Latex actively reduces odors and formaldehyde depends on the concentration, the frequency of exposure and the amount of painted surface area. UL GREENGUARD® Gold Certified



Kitchen

Ceiling

Eminence® High Performance  
Ceiling Paint     
Masks minor surface imperfections quickly and achieves outstanding 
uniformity immediately. It resists spattering and dries quickly to a bright 
white finish. Contains anti-microbial agents which inhibit the growth of 
mold and mildew on the surface of this coating’s film.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex Flat
When a job calls for quality performance, as well as time and material 
savings, SuperPaint® Interior is the choice of professionals. It goes on fast, 
and provides excellent hide, quick cleanup and easy touch-up.

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex  
Delivers truly remarkable hide, washability and application. Emerald® 
also features excellent stain, block, water spotting and burnish resistance 
for premium performance and luxurious, long-lasting beauty.

Wood Handrails

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel
Delivers the smooth, uniform finish of an oil-based enamel with  
the convenience of a waterbased formula. Versatile to interior or exterior 
applications, it resists yellowing, maintaining its brilliant color and sheen.

Minwax® Stains and Sealers
From warm, rich wood stains to protective, clear finishes, Minwax® offers 
a complete line of quality, easy-to-use wood finishing products.

ProClassic® Enamel
Exceptional adhesion, excellent flow and leveling, non-yellowing and a 
unique wet and dry hide make ProClassic® an excellent choice for doors 
and trim, cabinets and furniture. Features all the benefits of waterbased 
enamels without sacrificing adhesion, durability and block resistance.

Walls

Emerald® Designer Edition™  
Interior Latex Paint
Emerald® Designer Edition™ Interior Paint combines the luxury of a 
smooth, uniform finish with our best hide yet. Choose from an expansive 
selection of 200 brand-new hues — including brighter whites — curated 
into five exclusive designer color collections. Available in flat, satin and 
gloss sheens, Emerald® Designer Edition™ is a great, high-performing 
choice for homeowners looking for an exceptional finish.

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex  
Delivers truly remarkable hide, washability and application. Emerald® 
also features excellent stain, block, water spotting and burnish resistance 
for premium performance and luxurious, long-lasting beauty.

Duration Home® Interior Acrylic Latex
Features exclusive cross-linking technology for true washability and 
allows most stains to wipe away easily with water. Offers excellent  
hide and touch-up and contains anti-microbial agents which inhibit  
the growth of mold and mildew on the surface of this coating’s film.  
Available in all colors including bold, vivid accents. Also features  
Moisture Resistant Technology, offering quick return to service and 
durability in moist environments like bathrooms.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic  
with Air Purifying Technology  
Help improve indoor air quality for your customers with the trusted  
performance of SuperPaint® with Air Purifying Technology*. 
It contributes to better indoor air quality by reducing VOC levels 
from potential  sources like carpet, cabinets and fabrics.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex
When a job calls for quality performance, as well as time and material 
savings, SuperPaint® Interior is the choice of professionals. It goes on fast, 
and provides excellent hide, quick cleanup and easy touch-up.

Doors & Trim

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel
Delivers the smooth, uniform finish of an oil-based enamel with the 
convenience of a waterbased formula. Versatile to interior or exterior 
applications, it resists yellowing, maintaining its brilliant color and sheen.

ProClassic® Enamel
Exceptional adhesion, excellent flow and leveling, non-yellowing and a 
unique wet and dry hide make ProClassic® an excellent choice for doors 
and trim, cabinets and furniture. Features all the benefits of waterbased 
enamels without sacrificing adhesion, durability and block resistance.

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint
SnapDry™ dries in as little as one hour of application and a door  
can be closed without sticking. SnapDry™ is resistant to dirt and  
fingerprints, UV and weathering, and can be used in both interior  
and exterior applications.

*Reduces VOC levels from potential sources like carpet, cabinets and fabrics and works to reduce unwanted household odors. The length of time SuperPaint® with Air Purifying 
Technology Interior Acrylic Latex actively reduces odors and formaldehyde depends on the concentration, the frequency of exposure and the amount of painted surface area. UL GREENGUARD® Gold Certified



Bathroom

Ceiling

Eminence® High Performance  
Ceiling Paint  
Masks minor surface imperfections quickly and achieves outstanding 
uniformity immediately. It resists spattering and dries quickly to a bright 
white finish. Contains anti-microbial agents which inhibit the growth of 
mold and mildew on the surface of this coating’s film.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex Flat   
When a job calls for quality performance, as well as time and material 
savings, SuperPaint® Interior is the choice of professionals. It goes on fast, 
and provides excellent hide, quick cleanup and easy touch-up.

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex  
Delivers truly remarkable hide, washability and application. Emerald® 
also features excellent stain, block, water spotting and burnish resistance 
for premium performance and luxurious, long-lasting beauty.

Doors & Trim

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel
Delivers the smooth, uniform finish of an oil-based enamel with  
the convenience of a waterbased formula. Versatile to interior or exterior 
applications, it resists yellowing, maintaining its brilliant color and sheen.

ProClassic® Enamel
Exceptional adhesion, excellent flow and leveling, non-yellowing and a 
unique wet and dry hide make ProClassic® an excellent choice for doors 
and trim, cabinets and furniture. Features all the benefits of waterbased 
enamels without sacrificing adhesion, durability and block resistance.

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint
SnapDry™ dries in as little as one hour of application and a door  
can be closed without sticking. SnapDry™ is resistant to dirt and  
fingerprints, UV and weathering, and can be used in both interior 
and exterior applications.

Walls

Emerald® Designer Edition™  
Interior Latex Paint
Emerald® Designer Edition™ Interior Paint combines the luxury of a 
smooth, uniform finish with our best hide yet. Choose from an expansive 
selection of 200 brand-new hues — including brighter whites — curated 
into five exclusive designer color collections. Available in flat, satin and 
gloss sheens, Emerald® Designer Edition™ is a great, high-performing 
choice for homeowners looking for an exceptional finish.

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex  
Delivers truly remarkable hide, washability and application. Emerald® 
also features excellent stain, block, water spotting and burnish resistance 
for premium performance and luxurious, long-lasting beauty.

Duration Home® Interior Acrylic Latex
Features exclusive cross-linking technology for true washability and 
allows most stains to wipe away easily with water. Offers excellent  
hide and touch-up and contains anti-microbial agents which inhibit  
the growth of mold and mildew on the surface of this coating’s film.  
Available in all colors including bold, vivid accents. Also features  
Moisture Resistant Technology, offering quick return to service and 
durability in moist environments like bathrooms.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic  
with Air Purifying Technology  
Help improve indoor air quality for your customers with the trusted  
performance of SuperPaint® with Air Purifying Technology*. 
It contributes to better indoor air quality by reducing VOC levels 
from potential sources like carpet, cabinets and fabrics.

SuperPaint® Interior Latex  
with Sanitizing Technology  
Exceptionally durable and trusted performance with sanitizing  
technology. Painted surfaces deliver continuous and ongoing  
antibacterial action and help prevent the spread of bacteria on  
painted surfaces.

*Reduces VOC levels from potential sources like carpet, cabinets and fabrics and works to reduce unwanted household odors. The length of time SuperPaint® with Air Purifying 
Technology Interior Acrylic Latex actively reduces odors and formaldehyde depends on the concentration, the frequency of exposure and the amount of painted surface area. UL GREENGUARD® Gold Certified



Office/Bonus Room

Ceiling

Eminence® High Performance  
Ceiling Paint  
Masks minor surface imperfections quickly and achieves outstanding 
uniformity immediately. It resists spattering and dries quickly to a bright 
white finish. Contains anti-microbial agents which inhibit the growth of 
mold and mildew on the surface of this coating’s film.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex Flat 
When a job calls for quality performance, as well as time and material 
savings, SuperPaint® Interior is the choice of professionals. It goes on fast, 
and provides excellent hide, quick cleanup and easy touch-up.

Doors & Trim

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel
Delivers the smooth, uniform finish of an oil-based enamel with  
the convenience of a waterbased formula. Versatile to interior or exterior 
applications, it resists yellowing, maintaining its brilliant color and sheen.

ProClassic® Enamel
Exceptional adhesion, excellent flow and leveling, non-yellowing and a 
unique wet and dry hide make ProClassic® an excellent choice for doors 
and trim, cabinets and furniture. Features all the benefits of waterbased 
enamels without sacrificing adhesion, durability and block resistance.

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint
SnapDry™ dries in as little as one hour of application and a door  
can be closed without sticking. SnapDry™ is resistant to dirt and  
fingerprints, UV and weathering, and can be used in both interior 
and exterior applications.

Walls

Emerald® Designer Edition™  
Interior Latex Paint
Emerald® Designer Edition™ Interior Paint combines the luxury of a 
smooth, uniform finish with our best hide yet. Choose from an expansive 
selection of 200 brand-new hues — including brighter whites — curated 
into five exclusive designer color collections. Available in flat, satin and 
gloss sheens, Emerald® Designer Edition™ is a great, high-performing 
choice for homeowners looking for an exceptional finish.

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex  
Delivers truly remarkable hide, washability and application. Emerald® 
also features excellent stain, block, water spotting and burnish resistance 
for premium performance and luxurious, long-lasting beauty.

Cashmere® Interior Acrylic Latex
Many paints typically leave brush or roller marks, creating an uneven, 
stippled appearance. But Cashmere® Interior Acrylic Latex glides on 
buttery smooth and levels out, giving walls an elegant, silky rich look. 
The result is a difference you can definitely see and feel.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic  
with Air Purifying Technology  
Help improve indoor air quality for your customers with the trusted  
performance of SuperPaint® with Air Purifying Technology*. 
It contributes to better indoor air quality by reducing VOC levels 
from potential sources like carpet, cabinets and fabrics.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex
When a job calls for quality performance, as well as time and material 
savings, SuperPaint® Interior is the choice of professionals. It goes on fast, 
and provides excellent hide, quick cleanup and easy touch-up.

*Reduces VOC levels from potential sources like carpet, cabinets and fabrics and works to reduce unwanted household odors. The length of time SuperPaint® with Air Purifying 
Technology Interior Acrylic Latex actively reduces odors and formaldehyde depends on the concentration, the frequency of exposure and the amount of painted surface area. UL GREENGUARD® Gold Certified



Great/Family Room

Ceiling

Eminence® High Performance  
Ceiling Paint  
Masks minor surface imperfections quickly and achieves outstanding 
uniformity immediately. It resists spattering and dries quickly to a bright 
white finish. Contains anti-microbial agents which inhibit the growth of 
mold and mildew on the surface of this coating’s film.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex Flat 
When a job calls for quality performance, as well as time and material 
savings, SuperPaint® Interior is the choice of professionals. It goes on fast, 
and provides excellent hide, quick cleanup and easy touch-up.

Doors & Trim

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel
Delivers the smooth, uniform finish of an oil-based enamel with  
the convenience of a waterbased formula. Versatile to interior or exterior 
applications, it resists yellowing, maintaining its brilliant color and sheen.

ProClassic® Enamel
Exceptional adhesion, excellent flow and leveling, non-yellowing and a 
unique wet and dry hide make ProClassic® an excellent choice for doors 
and trim, cabinets and furniture. Features all the benefits of waterbased 
enamels without sacrificing adhesion, durability and block resistance.

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint
SnapDry™ dries in as little as one hour of application and a door  
can be closed without sticking. SnapDry™ is resistant to dirt and  
fingerprints, UV and weathering, and can be used in both interior 
and exterior applications.

Floor

Minwax® Stains and Sealers
From warm, rich wood stains to protective, clear finishes, Minwax® offers  
a complete line of quality, easy-to-use wood finishing products.

Walls

Emerald® Designer Edition™  
Interior Latex Paint
Emerald® Designer Edition™ Interior Paint combines the luxury of a 
smooth, uniform finish with our best hide yet. Choose from an expansive 
selection of 200 brand-new hues — including brighter whites — curated 
into five exclusive designer color collections. Available in flat, satin and 
gloss sheens, Emerald® Designer Edition™ is a great, high-performing 
choice for homeowners looking for an exceptional finish.

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex  
Delivers truly remarkable hide, washability and application. Emerald® 
also features excellent stain, block, water spotting and burnish resistance 
for premium performance and luxurious, long-lasting beauty.

Duration Home® Interior Acrylic Latex
Features exclusive cross-linking technology for true washability and 
allows most stains to wipe away easily with water. Offers excellent  
hide and touch-up and contains anti-microbial agents which inhibit  
the growth of mold and mildew on the surface of this coating film.  
Available in all colors including bold, vivid accents. Also features  
Moisture Resistant Technology, offering quick return to service and 
durability in moist environments like bathrooms.

Cashmere® Interior Acrylic Latex
Many paints typically leave brush or roller marks, creating an uneven, 
stippled appearance. But Cashmere® Interior Latex glides on buttery 
smooth and levels out, giving walls an elegant, silky rich look. The result 
is a difference you can definitely see and feel.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic  
with Air Purifying Technology  
Help improve indoor air quality for your customers with the trusted  
performance of SuperPaint® with Air Purifying Technology*. 
It contributes to better indoor air quality by reducing VOC levels 
from potential sources like carpet, cabinets and fabrics.

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex
When a job calls for quality performance, as well as time and material 
savings, SuperPaint® Interior is the choice of professionals. It goes on fast, 
and provides excellent hide, quick cleanup and easy touch-up.

*Reduces VOC levels from potential sources like carpet, cabinets and fabrics and works to reduce unwanted household odors. The length of time SuperPaint® with Air Purifying 
Technology Interior Acrylic Latex actively reduces odors and formaldehyde depends on the concentration, the frequency of exposure and the amount of painted surface area. UL GREENGUARD® Gold Certified



Exterior Substrates/Surfaces

Exterior Wall

Emerald® Rain Refresh®  
Exterior Acrylic Latex Paint 
For a durable, just-painted look that lasts, choose Emerald® Rain Refresh® 
Exterior Acrylic Latex with Self- Cleaning Technology. An ultra-durable 
coating that not only looks great, it stays looking great, minimizing 
maintenance for homeowners.

Emerald® Exterior Acrylic Latex
Featuring rugged resistance to blistering, peeling, chalking, fading and 
dirt pickup, Emerald® is self-priming and can be applied in temperatures 
down to 35°F (2°C). Emerald delivers innovative durability, hide and 
beauty for a truly outstanding finish.

Duration® Exterior Acrylic Coating
Formulated with PermaLast® technology and infused with advanced 
acrylic co-polymers for long-lasting performance. It is both self-priming 
and provides a mildew-resistant coating.

Latitude™ with ClimateFlex Technology™ 
Exterior Acrylic Latex
Combines premium performance features with weather-adaptive  
technology for results that are ideal, even when the weather isn’t.  
It develops early moisture resistance in as little as 30 minutes and  
applies smoothly when air, surface and material temperatures are  
as low as 35°F or as high as 120°F.

Rejuvenate™ Siding  
Restoration Coating
An exterior paint and primer in one designed to maximize adhesion.  
This high-build coating with SmoothFill Technology gives aged and 
weathered siding a smooth, uniform appearance. Tintable to pastel  
and mid-tone shades, the beautiful low sheen provides a sleek,  
attractive finish.

Loxon® Concrete and  
Masonry Solutions
From conditioner to surfacer to primer and topcoats, Loxon® coatings  
are formulated to withstand extreme sun, rain, heat, humidity and 
alkali surfaces. Loxon® coatings resist high pH, alkalinity, efflorescence, 
chalking and mildew for beautiful color and sheen that lasts. In addition, 
Loxon® clear water repellents and sealers protect concrete and masonry 
from water penetration.

Metal Fencing & Doors

Pro Industrial™ Acrylic Coating  
An easy-to-apply, fast-drying, high-performance acrylic with exceptional 
stain and flash rust/early rust resistance.

Pro Industrial™ Urethane Alkyd Enamel
A general-purpose enamel fortified with urethane resin for durability 
and flexibility. It provides good exterior color and gloss retention and 
flows and levels to a smooth finish. It has excellent stain resistance and 
stain blocking properties.

Brick Wall

Loxon® Concrete and Masonry 
Solutions 
From conditioner to surfacer to primer and topcoats, Loxon® coatings 
are formulated to withstand extreme sun, rain, heat, humidity and 
alkali surfaces. Loxon® coatings resist high pH, alkalinity, efflorescence, 
chalking and mildew for beautiful color and sheen that lasts. In addition, 
Loxon® clear water repellents and sealers protect concrete and masonry 
from water penetration.

Shutters & Trim

Emerald® Rain Refresh®  
Exterior Acrylic Latex Paint
For a durable, just-painted look that lasts, choose Emerald® Rain Refresh® 
Exterior Acrylic Latex with Self-Cleaning Technology. An ultra-durable 
coating that not only looks great, it stays looking great, minimizing 
maintenance for homeowners.

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel
Delivers the smooth, uniform finish of an oil-based enamel with the 
convenience of a waterbased formula. Versatile for interior or exterior 
applications, it resists yellowing, maintaining its brilliant color and sheen.

Emerald® Exterior Acrylic Latex
Featuring rugged resistance to blistering, peeling, chalking, fading and 
dirt pickup, Emerald® is self-priming and can be applied in temperatures 
down to 35°F (2°C). Emerald® delivers innovative durability, hide and 
beauty for a truly outstanding finish.

Duration® Exterior Acrylic Coating
Formulated with PermaLast® technology and infused with advanced 
acrylic co-polymers for long-lasting performance. It is both self-priming 
and provides a mildew-resistant coating.

Latitude™ with ClimateFlex Technology™ 
Exterior Acrylic Latex
Combines premium performance features with weather-adaptive  
technology for results that are ideal, even when the weather isn’t.  
It develops early moisture resistance in as little as 30 minutes and  
applies smoothly when air, surface and material temperatures are  
as low as 35°F or as high as 120°F.

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint
SnapDry™ dries in as little as one hour of application and a door  
can be closed without sticking. SnapDry™ is resistant to dirt and  
fingerprints, UV and weathering, and can be used in both interior  
and exterior applications.

UL GREENGUARD® Gold Certified



Exterior Substrates/Surfaces

Siding & Wood Shakes

Emerald® Rain Refresh®  
Exterior Acrylic Latex Paint
For a durable, just-painted look that lasts, choose Emerald® Rain Refresh® 
Exterior Acrylic Latex with Self-Cleaning Technology. An ultra-durable 
coating that not only looks great, it stays looking great, minimizing 
maintenance for homeowners.

Emerald® Exterior Acrylic Latex
Featuring rugged resistance to blistering, peeling, chalking, fading and 
dirt pickup, Emerald® is self-priming and can be applied in temperatures 
down to 35°F (2°C). Emerald® delivers innovative durability, hide and 
beauty for a truly outstanding finish.

Duration® Exterior Acrylic Coating
Formulated with PermaLast® technology and infused with advanced 
acrylic co-polymers for long-lasting performance. It is both self-priming 
and provides a mildew-resistant coating.

Latitude™ with ClimateFlex Technology™ 
Exterior Acrylic Latex
Combines premium performance features with weather-adaptive  
technology for results that are ideal, even when the weather isn’t.  
It develops early moisture resistance in as little as 30 minutes and  
applies smoothly when air, surface and material temperatures are  
as low as 35°F or as high as 120°F.

Rejuvenate™ Siding  
Restoration Coating
An exterior paint and primer in one designed to maximize adhesion.  
This high build coating with SmoothFill Technology gives aged and 
weathered siding a smooth, uniform appearance. Tintable to pastel  
and mid-tone shades, the beautiful low sheen provides a sleek,  
attractive finish.

WoodScapes® Exterior Stains
The thick formula ensures a uniform finish with no lap marks, great 
coverage and faster application. Self-priming with easy water cleanup, 
the Acrylic Solid Color carries an 8-year warranty and the Polyurethane 
Semi-Transparent carries a 5-year warranty.

Doors

Emerald® Rain Refresh®  
Exterior Acrylic Latex Paint
For a durable, just-painted look that lasts, choose Emerald® Rain Refresh® 
Exterior Acrylic Latex with Self-Cleaning Technology. An ultra-durable 
coating that not only looks great, it stays looking great, minimizing 
maintenance for homeowners.

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel
Delivers the smooth, uniform finish of an oil-based enamel with the 
convenience of a waterbased formula. Versatile to interior or exterior 
applications, it resists yellowing, maintaining its brilliant color and sheen.

Emerald® Exterior Acrylic Latex
Featuring rugged resistance to blistering, peeling, chalking, fading and 
dirt pickup, Emerald® is self-priming and can be applied in temperatures 
down to 35°F (2°C). Emerald® delivers innovative durability, hide and 
beauty for a truly outstanding finish.

Duration® Exterior Acrylic Coating 
Formulated with PermaLast® technology and infused with advanced 
acrylic co-polymers for long-lasting performance. It is both self-priming 
and provides a mildew-resistant coating.

Latitude™ with ClimateFlex Technology™ 
Exterior Acrylic Latex
Combines premium performance features with weather-adaptive  
technology for results that are ideal, even when the weather isn’t.  
It develops early moisture resistance in as little as 30 minutes and  
applies smoothly when air, surface and material temperatures are  
as low as 35°F or as high as 120°F.

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint
SnapDry™ dries in as little as one hour of application and a door  
can be closed without sticking. SnapDry™ is resistant to dirt and  
fingerprints, UV and weathering, and can be used in both interior  
and exterior applications.

Wood Porch Deck

SuperDeck® Deck Finishing System
Our most complete premium line for finishing wood decks. From surface 
prep to cleaner, restoration to waterproofing, clears to semi-transparent 
and solid color stains, oil-based to waterborne, the job can get done fast 
with lasting results.



Garage

Ceiling

Pro Industrial™ Acrylic Coating  
An easy-to-apply, fast-drying, high-performance acrylic with exceptional 
stain and flash rust/early rust resistance.

Pro Industrial™ Pre-Catalyzed  
Water Based Epoxy  
Offers advanced toughness and durability in a single-component 
coating. It is resistant to most commercial cleaners, has excellent stain 
blocking properties and meets the most stringent VOC regulations  
with <50 g/L VOC.

Walls

Pro Industrial™ Acrylic Coating  
An easy-to-apply, fast-drying, high-performance acrylic with exceptional 
stain and flash rust/early rust resistance.

Pro Industrial™ Pre-Catalyzed  
Water Based Epoxy  
Offers advanced toughness and durability in a single-component 
coating. It is resistant to most commercial cleaners, has excellent stain 
blocking properties and meets the most stringent VOC regulations  
with <50 g/L VOC.

Floor

ArmorSeal® 1000 HS Epoxy
A high-solids, interior, heavy-duty, two-component, catalyzed,  
polyamide epoxy coating formulated for demanding requirements.  
It dries rapidly to a tough, high-gloss finish with excellent resistance  
to alkalis, abrasion, corrosion and chemical attack.

Doors & Trim

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel 
Delivers the smooth, uniform finish of an oil-based enamel with the 
convenience of a waterbased formula. Versatile for interior or exterior 
applications, it resists yellowing, maintaining its brilliant color and sheen.

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint 
SnapDry™ dries in as little as one hour of application and a door  
can be closed without sticking. SnapDry™ is resistant to dirt and  
fingerprints, UV and weathering, and can be used in both interior  
and exterior applications.

Pro Industrial™ Pre-Catalyzed  
Water Based Epoxy  
Offers advanced toughness and durability in a single-component 
coating. It is resistant to most commercial cleaners, has excellent stain 
blocking properties and meets the most stringent VOC regulations  
with <50 g/L VOC.

Pro Industrial™ Urethane Alkyd Enamel
A general-purpose enamel fortified with urethane resin for durability 
and flexibility. It provides good exterior color and gloss retention and 
flows and levels to a smooth finish. It has excellent stain resistance and 
stain blocking properties.

UL GREENGUARD® Gold Certified



Bedroom/Staircase

Ceiling

Eminence® High Performance Ceiling Paint

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex Flat

Walls

Emerald® Designer Edition™ Interior Latex Paint

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex

Duration Home® Interior Acrylic Latex

Cashmere® Interior Acrylic Latex

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic with Air Purifying Technology

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex

Doors & Trim

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel

ProClassic® Enamel

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint

Wood Handrails

Minwax® Stains and Sealers

Kitchen

Ceiling

Eminence® High Performance Ceiling Paint

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex Flat

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex

Walls

Emerald® Designer Edition™ Interior Latex Paint

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex

Duration Home® Interior Acrylic Latex

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic with Air Purifying Technology

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex

Doors & Trim

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel

ProClassic® Enamel

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint

Wood Handrails

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel

Minwax® Stains and Sealers

ProClassic® Enamel

Bathroom

Ceiling

Eminence® High Performance Ceiling Paint

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex Flat

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex

Walls

Emerald® Designer Edition™ Interior Latex Paint

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex

Duration Home® Interior Acrylic Latex

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic with Air Purifying Technology

SuperPaint® Interior Latex with Sanitizing Technology

Doors & Trim

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel

ProClassic® Enamel

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint

Exterior Substrates/Surfaces

Exterior Walls

Emerald® Rain Refresh® Exterior Acrylic Latex Paint

Emerald® Exterior Acrylic Latex

Duration® Exterior Acrylic Coating

Latitude™ with ClimateFlex Technology™ 
Exterior Acrylic Latex

Rejuvenate™ Siding Restoration Coating

Loxon® Concrete and Masonry Solutions

Metal Fencing and Doors

Pro Industrial™ Acrylic Coating

Pro Industrial™ Urethane Alkyd Enamel

Brick Wall

Loxon® Concrete and Masonry Solutions

Shutters and Trim

Emerald® Rain Refresh® Exterior Acrylic Latex Paint

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel

Emerald® Exterior Acrylic Latex

Duration® Exterior Acrylic Coating

Latitude™ with ClimateFlex Technology™ 
Exterior Acrylic Latex

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint

Siding & Wood Shakes

Emerald® Rain Refresh® Exterior Acrylic Latex Paint

Emerald® Exterior Acrylic Latex

Duration® Exterior Acrylic Coating

Latitude™ with ClimateFlex Technology™ 
Exterior Acrylic Latex

Rejuvenate™ Siding Restoration Coating

WoodScapes® Exterior Stains

Doors

Emerald® Rain Refresh® Exterior Acrylic Latex Paint

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel

Emerald® Exterior Acrylic Latex

Duration® Exterior Acrylic Coating

Latitude™ with ClimateFlex Technology™ 
Exterior Acrylic Latex

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint

Wood Porch Deck

SuperDeck® Deck Finishing System

Great/Family Room

Ceiling

Eminence® High Performance Ceiling Paint

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex Flat

Walls

Emerald® Designer Edition™ Interior Latex Paint

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex

Duration Home® Interior Acrylic Latex

Cashmere® Interior Acrylic Latex

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic with Air Purifying Technology

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex

Floor

Minwax® Stains and Sealers

Doors & Trim

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel

ProClassic® Enamel

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint\

Office/Bonus Room

Ceiling

Eminence® High Performance Ceiling Paint

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex Flat

Walls

Emerald® Designer Edition™ Interior Latex Paint

Emerald® Interior Acrylic Latex

Cashmere® Interior Acrylic Latex

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic with Air Purifying Technology

SuperPaint® Interior Acrylic Latex

Doors & Trim

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel

ProClassic® Enamel

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint

Garage

Ceiling

Pro Industrial™ Acrylic Coating

Pro Industrial™ Pre-Catalyzed Water Based Epoxy

Walls

Pro Industrial™ Acrylic Coating

Pro Industrial™ Pre-Catalyzed Water Based Epoxy

Floor

ArmorSeal® 1000 HS Epoxy

Doors & Trim

Emerald® Urethane Trim Enamel

SnapDry™ Door & Trim Paint

Pro Industrial™ Pre-Catalyzed Water Based Epoxy

Pro Industrial™ Urethane Alkyd Enamel

Pool Deck

ConFlex™ Flexible Concrete Waterproofer

Porch & Floor

Porch & Floor Enamel

Concrete/Driveway

Loxon® Clear 40% Silane Water Repellant

A102882PD G
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